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Abstract— Dynamic analysis of parallel manipulators plays a vital
role in the design and control of such manipulators. Closed–chain
kinematic structure affects the dynamics formulations by several
constraints. Therefore, especially for higher degrees of freedom ma-
nipulators, manipulation of implicit and bulky dynamics formulation
looses the tractability of the analysis. In this paper, a methodology and
some simplification tools are introduced to achieve explicit dynamics
formulation for parallel manipulators. This methodology is applied
for the dynamics analysis of the most celebrated parallel manip-
ulator, namely Stewart-Gough platform. By avoiding any recursive
or component–wise derivations, the resulting dynamics formulation
provides more insight for designers, and can be much easier used
in any model–based control of such manipulators. In order to verify
the resulting dynamics equations, Lagrange method is used to derive
and compare the manipulator mass matrix. This methodology can
be further used to formulate the explicit dynamics of other parallel
manipulators.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, numerous research results has been reported
on the kinematics of parallel manipulators, and relatively fewer
results on the dynamics of parallel manipulators. Several ap-
proaches have been proposed for the dynamic analysis of parallel
manipulators. The traditional Newton–Euler formulation is used
for the dynamic analysis of general parallel manipulators [1]
and also for the Stewart-Gough platform (SGP), which is the
most celebrated parallel manipulator [2]. In this formulation the
equations of motion for each limb and the moving platform must be
derived, which inevitably leads to a large number of equations and
less computational efficiency. On the other hand, all the reaction
forces can be computed, which is very useful in the design of
a parallel manipulator. The Lagrangian formulation eliminates all
the unwanted reaction forces at the outset, and it is usually more
efficient [3]. However, because of the constraints imposed by the
closed loop kinematic chains of a parallel manipulator, deriving
explicit equations of motion in terms of a set of independent
generalized coordinates is a prohibitive task [4]. Other approaches
have also been suggested in the literature to tackle the dynamics
formulation of parallel manipulators, representatives of such re-
search can be given as [5], [6]. In most of the reported researches,
partly straightforward routines were proposed in order to derive
the dynamic equation using NE formulation [7], Lagrange [4], or
Kane methods [6]. However, the final dynamics formulations are
usually very bulky and untractable especially for a six degrees of
freedom parallel manipulator like SGP. This is because of several
parameter substitutions in NE and several differential component–
wise operations in Lagrange and Kane methods. Therefore, dy-
namic analysis of such equations are usually untractable and can
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only be visualized by numerical methods [3] or by giving a generic
physical verification for the system.

Although, writing the formulation in the following explicit form

M(X )Ẍ +C(X , Ẋ )Ẋ +G(X ) = F (1)

is reported in many papers [8], the elements of M ,C, and G
are rarely given clearly in these formulations. It is important to
have a complete and clear representation of these elements, in
order to use model–based control topologies on the manipulators
[9]. In this paper the full details of such explicit formulation is
given in details. Two main categories can be distinguished in the
literature on the analysis of explicit of dynamic equations. First
set of researches, in a generic view, proves that it is possible
to derive an explicit representation of dynamic equations [10].
[11] proves that all natural mechanisms can be written in explicit
form but closed–chain constraints will change them into implicit
form. Representative of the second category can be cited as [3]
and [4] using Lagrange formulation or [8] using NE formulation,
propose useful methods to extract explicit form of equations from
implicit formulations by means of term by term differentiation
algorithms in the Lagrange formulation. Thanks to the advances
in mathematical solvers, component–wise equations are derived
and the total dynamic equations of the SGP are given. In [4] it
is claimed that

”Although it is not difficult to obtain an explicit expression
for the moving platform’s M ,V , and G, it is impossible
to obtain explicitly M ,V , and G for legs. Even with a
symbolic package like Mathematica, the expressions are
too complicated to obtain! In this case, a step-by-step
formulation must be used.”

In [12] it is reported that the NE method can result into the
same equations as the Lagrange formulation for a general parallel
manipulator, and as a case study it is applied on a four-bar linkage.
The resulting dynamics equation is however, very bulky although
the manipulator degrees of freedom is much less than that of the
SGP.

In this paper, dynamics formulation of a SGP with spherical
joints is studied in detail. A vector based Newton-Euler notation is
proposed, which preserves the inherent kinematic structure compo-
nents of the manipulator in the final resulting equations. Therefore,
extraction of properties through the dynamic equations becomes
more tractable and insightful. Furthermore, an intermediate vari-
able from joint space is introduced and some matrix algebraic
simplifications tools are given in order to significantly simplify
the formulations. It is noticeable that using the proposed method
the dynamic relation of the limbs and that of the end-effector are
kept separated, and therefore, can be analyzed more tractable. The
resulting dynamics equations for the whole manipulator, including
the limbs and the end-effector dynamics are significantly simplified
into a set of equations, which to the best knowledge of the authors,
are not given elsewhere in the literature in this compact form. The
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Fig. 1. A kinematic structure of SGP

proposed methodology, and the simplification tools can be used to
formulate other manipulator dynamics in the same manner.

II. KINEMATICS

A. Mechanism Description

Figure 1 shows a schematics of a Stewart-Gough Platform (SGP)
under study. In this manipulator the spatial motion of the moving
platform is generated by six piston–cylinder actuators. While these
limbs are generally considered identical, in this analysis they can
differ in both geometry and mass properties. Each piston–cylinder
actuator consists of two part connected with a prismatic joint. The
actuators connected the fixed base to the moving platform by spher-
ical joints at points Ai and Bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6 respectively. Fixed
attachment points Ai’s are connected to the base, while moving
attachment points Bi’s are connected to the moving platform. Note
that in a geometrically general Stewart Gough platform which is
considered here, the attachment points are not necessarily lie in the
same plane. Further more the following assumptions are considered
for the manipulator. The cylinder and piston centers of masses lie
on the limb’s axis (

−−−→
AiBi); Each limb is symmetric with respect to

its axis, and therefore, its inertia matrix is diagonal with respect to
the moving frame attached to the limb with Ixx = Iyy .

B. Position Analysis

A fixed base frame A and a moving frame B connected to the
base and the moving platform respectively are considered here.
The rotation matrix ARB relates these two frames by means of
the three Euler angels α, β, γ that forms the Euler angle vector
φ = [α β γ]T . Apart from these frames, another set of moving
frames Ai’s are attached to each limbs and the rotation matrixes
ARAi relate these frames to the base frame A. Also x is the
position vector of the origin of the frame B with respect to frame
A. The vector loop closure from A to B for each limb can be
written as:

ai + liŝi = x+ ARB
Bbi (2)

in which, ai is the position vector from the origin of the frame A
to the fixed attachment points Ai, li is a scalar representing the
length of each limb and ŝi is a unit vector along

−−−→
AiBi. The vector

Loop closure 2 can be used to derive li and ŝi:

li = ‖x+ bi − ai‖2 (3)

ŝi =
1

li
(x+ bi − ai) (4)

in which,
bi =

ARB
Bbi (5)

Define an intermediate variable xi as the position vector of the
moving attachment points Bi. Note that this intermediate variable
has a significant role in the simplification of the dynamic equation.
Thus,

xi = x+ bi (6)

xi = ai + liŝi (7)

Furthermore, the position vector of the center of mass (COM) of
the cylinder and the piston of each limb denoted by ci1 and ci2 ,
respectively, can be written as:

ci1 = ai + ci1 ŝi (8)

ci2 = ai + (li − ci2)ŝi (9)

in which, ci1 andci2 are considered at the half length of the
cylinder and the piston, respectively.

C. Velocity and Acceleration Analysis

Velocity and acceleration analysis of the limbs and the moving
platform is performed in this section. For the moving platform,ẋ
and ẍ are the linear velocity and acceleration of the moving frame
B, respectively. While the angular velocity ω and acceleration ω̇
of the moving platform can be defined as:

ω = Eφ̇ (10)

ω̇ = Ėφ̇+Eφ̈

in which, E is the transformation matrix that relates the rate of
the Euler angle vector φ to the angular velocity ω. For each limb,
differentiate equation 2 with respect to time and use intermediate
vector xi defined in equations 6 and 7:

ẋi = ẋ+ ω × bi (11)

ẋi = l̇iŝi + liωi × ŝi (12)

in which, l̇i is the limb length rate and ωi is the angular velocity
of each limb. Dot multiply the above equations to ŝi:

l̇i = ẋi.ŝi = [ẋ+ ω × bi]T ŝi (13)

Since there is no actuation torque about ŝi, the limb angular
velocity and acceleration vectors are normal to ŝi provided that
the following conditions holds.

• Both ending joints of the limb are spherical (none of them
should be universal joint otherwise angular velocity and
acceleration vectors have a component along ŝi).

• The limbs are symmetric with respect to their axis.
• The effects of friction in spherical joints can be neglected.

Considering these assumptions, we can conclude:

ωi · ŝi = 0, and ω̇i · ŝi = 0 (14)

in which, ω̇i is the angular acceleration of each limb. Next, cross
multiply 11 and 12 to ŝi, and use 14 by means of vector triple
product (VTP) expansion rule. Hence, ωi can be derived as:

ωi =
1

li
ŝi × ẋi =

1

li
ŝi × (ẋ+ ω × bi) (15)

The velocity of the piston and cylinder center of mass can be
written as:

vci1 = ci1(ωi × ŝi) (16)
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Fig. 2. Free Body diagram of different parts of SGP

vci2 = (li − ci2) (ωi × ŝi) + l̇iŝi (17)

Time derivative of 11 and 12 yields to the acceleration loop closure
for each limb.

ẍi = ẍ+ ω̇ × bi + ω × (ω × bi) (18)

ẍi= l̈iŝi+ l̇iωi×ŝi+ l̇iωi×ŝi+ liω̇i×ŝi+ liωi×(ωi×ŝi) (19)

Similarly, dot and cross multiply 18 and 19 by ŝi, respectively. By
some simplification based on VTP and equations 14, l̈i and ω̇i,
can be derived as:

l̈i = ẍi · ŝi + li |ωi|22
= [ẍ+ ω̇ × bi + ω × (ω × bi)]T ŝi + li |ωi|22 (20)

ω̇i =
1

li

(
ŝi × ẍi − 2l̇iωi

)
=

1

li

(
ŝi×[ẍ+ ω̇×bi + ω×(ω×bi)]− 2l̇iωi

)
(21)

Also by differentiation of 16 and 17 the acceleration vectors of the
piston and the cylinder center of mass can be derived as:

aci1 = ci1
(
ω̇i × ŝi − |ωi|22 ŝi

)
(22)

aci2 = (li − ci2)
(
ω̇i × ŝi − |ωi|22 ŝi

)
+ 2l̇i (ωi × ŝi) + l̈iŝi

(23)

III. IMPLICIT DYNAMICS EQUATIONS

In this section the equations of motion for the limbs and the
moving platform is derived based on Newton–Euler formulation.
This yields to a set of implicit dynamic equations for SGP as:

f(x, ẋ, ẍ,φ, φ̇, φ̈, τ ) = 0 (24)

where, τ is an array of six actuator forces.

A. Implicit Dynamics of the Moving Platform

Figure 2 shows the free body diagram of the moving platform.
Let m be the mass and BIP be the Inertia tensor of the moving
platform with respect to moving frame B. Furthermore, let f bi
denotes the force acting from ith limb at the Bi point on the moving
platform. Newton-Euler equations for the dynamics of the moving
platform can be written as:∑

fext =

6∑
i=1

fBi
+mg + F d = mẍ (25)

∑
Pnext = nd +

6∑
i=1

bi × fBi
= AIP ω̇ +ω × AIP ω (26)

in which, AIP must be considered in the fixed frame {A} by:
AIP = ARB

BIP
ARTB (27)

B. Implicit Dynamics of the Limbs

Figure 2 shows also the free body diagram for the cylinder and
the piston. Let mi1 and mi2 be the mass and AiIci1 and AiIci2
be the inertia tensor of the cylinder and the piston, respectively.
Newton-Euler equations for the dynamics of the cylinder can be
written as: ∑

fext = fAi
− fci +mi1g = mi1aci1 (28)∑

ci1next = ci1
(
−ŝi × fAi

)
+ di1

(
ŝi ×−fci

)
−M ci

= AIci1 ω̇i + ωi ×
AIci1ωi

(29)

in which,
AiIci1 = ARAi

AiIci1
ART

Ai
(30)

and,
di1 = li − ci1 − 2ci2 (31)

Note that fAi
, is the internal force acting on the cylinder at point

Ai, fci are the internal forces and M ci are the constraint mo-
mentum between piston and the cylinder at point ci, respectively.
Similar to the dynamics of the cylinder, equations of motion for
the piston is derived as:∑

fext = fci − fBi
+mi2g = mi2aci2 (32)∑

ci2next = ci2
(
−ŝi × fci

)
+ ci2

(
ŝi ×−fBi

)
+M ci

= AIci2 ω̇i + ωi ×
AIci2ωi

(33)

in which,
AIci2 = ARAi

AiIci2
ART

Ai
(34)

Note that the moving frame Ai is attached to the limb i. In order
to simplify the formulation of ARAi , it is better to use ŝi and two
other unit vectors which have been defined as follows to find the
principal axes of frame A:

q̂i =
ŝi × ai
|ŝi × ai|2

(35)

r̂i = ŝi × q̂i (36)

Therefore, the rotation matrix ARAi is represented by:

ARAi =

 ŝi · x̂ q̂i · x̂ r̂i · x̂
ŝi · ŷ q̂i · ŷ r̂ · ŷ
ŝi · ẑ q̂i · ẑ r̂ · ẑ

 (37)

In which, x̂, ŷ and ẑ are unit vectors along principle axes of
the fixed frame A. Moreover, as described before the limbs are
considered to be symmetric. Hence, AiIci1 and AiIci2 (and
generally AiIci ) is in the form of,

AiIci =

 Ixx 0 0
0 Ixx 0
0 0 Izz

 (38)

In order to simplify and eliminate internal forces in equations
28–34, we may start using 28 to derive fAi

as a function of fci :

fAi
= mi1aci1 + fci −mi1g (39)
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Substitute fAi
from 39 in 29. Through some manipulation M ci

results in:

M ci =− ci1 ŝi ×
(
mi1aci1 + fci −mi1g

)
+ di1

(
ŝi ×−fci

)
− AIci1 ω̇i − ωi ×

AIci1ωi
(40)

Moreover, in order to separate actuator force τiŝi, from the internal
force between the cylinder and the piston, fci can be rewritten as:

fci = f
n
ci

+ fsci = f
n
ci

+ τiŝi (41)

in which, fnci denotes the component of the force in a direction
normal to ŝi. Substitute fci from 41, aci1 from 22, and di1 from
31, into equation 40. This results in M ci as a function of fnci and
the actuator forces τi. Using VTP and considering the fact that
ŝi × fci = f

n
ci

, simplifies M ci to:

M ci =−mi1c
2
i1 ω̇i −

AIci1 ω̇i − ωi ×
AIci1ωi

− (li − 2ci2)
(
ŝi × fnci

)
+mi1ci1 ŝi × g

(42)

The simplified form of ŝi×M ci is also derived here for later use.

ŝi ×M ci =−mi1c
2
i1 (ŝi × ω̇i)− ŝ×

(
AIci1 ω̇i

)
−
(
ŝi.
(
AIci1ωi

))
ωi + (li − 2ci2)f

n
ci

+mi1ci1 ŝi × (ŝi × g)

(43)

Because of the nature of the prismatic joints of the limbs, and in
order to derive f bi in a vector form and not componentwise, we
have also separated f bi into two parts:

f bi = f
n
bi

+ fsbi (44)

in which, fsbi and fnbi are the contributions of f bi in the direction
of ŝi and a direction normal to ŝi, respectively. This separation
results into a better elimination of internal forces and thus simpli-
fication of dynamic equations for each limb. Note that while fnbi
and fnci are normal to ŝi, they are not generally parallel to each
other. By substitution of fci , f bi , and aci2 from 41, 44 and 23
into 32, and through some manipulation the NE equation for the
piston results in:

fnbi − f
n
ci

+ fsbi =τiŝi −mi2

(
(li − ci2)

(
ω̇i × ŝi − |ωi|22 ŝi

)
+2l̇i (ωi × ŝi) + l̇iŝi

)
+mi2g

(45)

Equation 45 shows that separating f bi as described before is very
useful since by dot multiplying 45 by ŝi, fsbi can be derived as a
function of the actuator force and the kinematic parameters of the
limb:

fsbi = τiŝi +mi2 (li − ci2) |ωi|
2
2 ŝi −mi2 l̈iŝi +mi2 (ŝi.g) ŝi

(46)
Finding fnbi is a little more involved. Cross multiply 45 by ŝi twice
results into:

ŝi ×
(
ŝi × fnbi

)
− ŝi ×

(
ŝi × fnci

)
= −mi2 (li − ci2) (ŝi × ω̇i)

− 2mi2 l̇i (ŝi × ωi) +mi2 ŝi × (ŝi × g)
(47)

Now using VTP rule, fnci can be found as a function of fnbi :

fnci =f
n
bi
−mi2 (li − ci2) (ŝi × ω̇i)

− 2mi2 l̇i (ŝi × ωi) +mi2 ŝi × (ŝi × g)
(48)

Similarly, substitute fci and f bi from equations 41 and 44, into
equation 33, rearrange the equation and then cross multiply by ŝi.

This yields to:

−ci2f
n
bi

=− ŝi ×
(
AIci2 ω̇i

)
−
(
ŝi.
(
AIci2ωi

))
ωi

+ ci2f
n
ci

+ ŝi ×M ci

(49)

Now in order to derive fnbi as a function of the kinematic
parameters, substitute ŝi ×M ci from equation 43 and fnci from
48 into 49. By some manipulations the resulting fnbi can be written
as:

fnbi =
1

li
ŝi ×

((
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ω̇i
)

+
1

li

(
mi1c

2
i1 +mi2(li − ci2)

2) (ŝi × ω̇i)
+

1

li

(
ŝi.
((

AIci1 + AIci2

)
ωi
))
ωi

+
2

li
mi2 (li − ci2) l̇i (ŝi × ωi)

− 1

li
(mi1ci1 +mi2 (li − ci2)) ŝi × (ŝi × g)

(50)

Equations 46 and 50 together, describes f bi as a function of
kinematic parameters of each limbs. These equations together with
25 and 26 completely define the equations of motion of the Stewart-
Gough platform in an implicit form given by equation 24.

IV. EXPLICIT DYNAMICS

While dynamics formulation in the form of equation 24 can be
used to simulate inverse dynamics of the SGP, its implicit nature
makes it unpleasant for dynamics analysis and control. Hence in
this section we introduce a method to reformulate the dynamics
equation into explicit form, comparable to that usually obtained
from Lagrange formulation.

A. Explicit Dynamics of Limbs

In order to derive explicit equations for the dynamics of Stewart-
Gough platform as indicated in equation 1, first we consider
intermediate vector xi, which is introduced in 6 and 7 as an
intermediate generalized coordinate, and manipulate the dynamic
equations for each limb to convert them to the following form.

M iẍi +Ciẋi +Gi = F i (51)

We first introduce some relations to substitute kinematic parameters
like ω̇i, ω̈i, l̈i, and . . . with intermediate vector xi and its time
derivatives. In order to do that, vector multiplications such as dot
and cross products should be transformed into their corresponding
matrix multiplication. For any three arbitrary vectors a, b andc we
have:

(a · b) c =
(
aT b

)
c = c

(
aT b

)
=
(
caT

)
b = caT b (52)

And for cross multiplication a× b we have:

a× b = a×b = −b×a (53)

in which, a× and b× denotes skew-symmetric matrices derived
from elements of vectors a and b, respectively. In order to relate
xi and its derivatives to joint variables, vector multiplications in
equations 11, 12, 18 and 19 is transformed to their corresponding
matrix multiplications using equations 52 and 53:

l̇i = ŝ
T
i ẋi ; l̇iŝi = ŝiŝ

T
i ẋi

ωi =
1

li
ŝi×ẋi ; |ωi|22 ŝi =

−1
li
2 ŝiẋ

T
i ŝ

2
i×ẋi

(54)
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l̈i − liωi.ωi = ŝTi ẍi ; l̈iŝi − li (ωi · ωi) ŝi = ŝiŝTi ẍi

liω̇i + 2l̇iωi = ŝi×ẍi ; ω̇i =
1

li

(
ŝi×ẍi − 2l̇iωi

) (55)

Relations 54 and 55 are the main framework in order to derive
explicit dynamic equations from implicit formulations. By substi-
tution of the kinematic parameters into dynamic equations 46 and
50 and using equations 54 and 55, and performing some simple
mathematical simplifications, fsbi and fnbi can be converted to the
following form:

fsbi − τiŝi = −mi2 ŝiŝ
T
i ẍi +

mi2ci2
l2i

ŝiẋ
T
i ŝ

2
i×ẋi +mi2 ŝiŝ

T
i g

(56)

fnbi =
1

l2i
[ ŝi×

(
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ŝi×

+
(
mi1c

2
i1 +mi2(li − ci2)

2) ŝ2i×] ẍi
+ [

1

l2i
ωiŝ

T
i

(
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ŝi×

−2l̇i
l3i

((
mi1c

2
i1 +mi2(li − ci2)

2 −mi2 li (li − ci2)
)
ŝ2i×

+ŝi×
(
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ŝi×
)]
ẋi

− 1

li
[mi1ci1 +mi2 (li − ci2)] ŝ

2
i×g

(57)

Note that in deriving dynamic equations for the piston it is assumed
that −f bi is acting upon the piston, and therefore, first negate 56
and 57 and then add them together. Then factor ẍi and ẋi to
yield to a single equation for the dynamics of the limb i, based
on intermediate generalized coordinate xi. Factor this equation
according to 51 leads to:

M i =
−1
l2i

(
ŝi×

(
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ŝi×

+
(
mi1c

2
i1 +mi2(li − ci2)

2) ŝ2i×)+mi2 ŝiŝ
T
i

(58)

Ci =
−mi2ci2

l2i
ŝiẋ

T
i ŝ

2
i× −

1

l2i
ωiŝ

T
i

(
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ŝi×

+
2l̇i
l3i

((
mi1c

2
i1 +mi2(li − ci2)

2 −mi2 li (li − ci2)
)
ŝ2i×

+ŝi×
(
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ŝi×
)

(59)

Gi =

(
−mi2 ŝiŝ

T
i +

1

li
(mi1ci1 +mi2 (li − ci2)) ŝ

2
i×

)
g (60)

F i = −f bi + τiŝi (61)

Equation 51 with its terms defined in 58–61 gives the explicit
equation for each limb based on kinematic parameters. In this
equation the generalized coordinates is the position of the moving
attachment point Bi.

B. Explicit Dynamics of the Moving Platform

In this section, the moving platform equations of motion given
in 25 and 26, are transformed into an explicit form as:

MmpẌ +CmpẊ +Gmp = Fmp (62)

in which, X denotes a set of generalized coordinates for the
position and orientation of the moving platform:

X =
[
x φ

]T
=
[
x y z α β γ

]T (63)

and Ẍ and Ẋ are its time derivatives. Substituting ω and ω̇
from 10 into equation 26 and transform cross products into matrix
products will yield to:

ET ImpEφ̈+ET
(
Impφ̇+

(
Eφ̇
)
×
ImpE

)
φ̇ =

ET
∑

bi×fBi

(64)

Note that ET has been multiplied to both side of equation 64 to
harmonize these equations to that derived from Lagrange approach.
Equation 64 together with 25 can be rewritten in a complete explicit
form given in 62, whose terms are given as follows,

Mmp =

[
mmpI3×3 03×3

03×3 ET ImpE

]
6×6

(65)

Cmp =

[
03×3 03×3

03×3 ET ImpĖ +ET
(
Eφ̇
)
×
ImpE

]
6×6

(66)

Gmp =

[
−mmpg
03×1

]
6×1

(67)

Fmp =

[ ∑
f bi

ET ∑ bi×f bi

]
6×1

(68)

in which, I3×3 is a 3× 3 Identity matrix.

C. Explicit Dynamics for the Manipulator

In order to derive the explicit equations of motion for the whole,
first a transformation similar to what has been discussed in [13]
is used. This map will transform the intermediate generalized
coordinates xi, used for equations of motion of each limb, into
principal generalized coordinates X . Then it is shown that by
adding the resulting equations together with equation (64), one can
eliminates the remaining internal forces f bi . Hence, the equations
of motion of the whole manipulator can be easily derived in an
explicit form. Substitute ω from 10 into 11 and once more use 53.
This results in:

ẋi = J iẊ (69)

in which,
J i =

[
I3×3 −bi×E

]
. (70)

Furthermore, time derivative of J i can be derived as:

J̇ i =
[

03×3 −
(
(ω×bi)×E + bi×Ė

) ]
=
[

03×3 −ω×bi×E + bi×ω×E + bi×Ė
] (71)

Now substitute ẋi from 69 into 51, then:

M liẍi +Cliẋi +Gli = F li (72)

in which,

M li = J
T
i M iJ i (73)

Cli = J
T
i M iJ̇ i + J

T
i CiJ i (74)

Gli = J
T
i Gi (75)

F li = J
T
i F i (76)

Substitution of F i from 61 into 76, results in:

F li =

[
I3

ET bi×

] [
−f bi + τiŝi

]
=

[
−f bi

−ET bi×f bi

]
+ fτi

(77)
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in which,

fτi =

[
τiŝi

τiE
T bi×ŝi

]
(78)

Add equation 72 for all limbs together and add them to 62 to
eliminate f bi from these equations. By this means the explicit
dynamic formulation for the whole manipulator is derived as in
equation 1:

M (X ) =

i=6∑
i=1

M li +Mmp (79)

C
(
X , Ẋ

)
=

i=6∑
i=1

Cli +Cmp (80)

G (X ) =

i=6∑
i=1

Gli +Gmp (81)

F (X ) =

i=6∑
i=1

fτi (82)

These equations completely define the detail terms of the equa-
tions of motion of SGP given in 1 in an explicit form. Moreover,
these terms consists of kinematic structures of the limbs and the
moving platform in a matrix form, and therefore, they are very
compact and tractable. It is worth mentioning that these equations
can be systematically derived without use of any symbolic manip-
ulation software.

V. VERIFICATION

In order to verify the obtained equations of motions for SGP,
M i is derived by means of Lagrange method, and the results are
compared. Let ẋi denote a generalized coordinate and T i denote
the kinetic energy of the limb, M i can be found from,

Ti =
1

2
ẋiM i (xi) ẋi (83)

Furthermore, the kinetic energy of the limb is:

Ti =
1

2
vTci1mi1vci1 +

1

2
ωTi

(
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ωi

+
1

2
vTci2mi2vci2

(84)

By means of relations given in 54, ω, vci1 and vci2 can be
transformed to:

ωi =
1

li
ŝi×ẋi ; vci1 =

−ci1
li
ŝ2i×ẋi

vci2 =

(
− (li − ci2)

li
ŝ2i× + ŝiŝ

T
i

)
ẋi

(85)

Moreover, it can be easily shown that for any arbitrary vector a,

ŝ4i×a = −ŝ2i×a ; ŝiŝ
T
i a = (I3 + ŝ

2
i×)a

ŝ2i×ŝiŝ
T
i a = 0 ; ŝiŝ

T
i ŝ

2
i×a = 0

(86)

Now, substitute ω, vci1 and vci2 from 85 into 84 and use equations
86, to simplify:

Ti =
1

2
ẋTi

(
−1
l2i

(
ŝi×

(
AIci1 + AIci2

)
ŝi×

+
(
mi1c

2
i1 +mi2(li − ci2)

2) ŝ2i×) +mi2 ŝiŝ
T
i

)
ẋi

(87)

comparing equation 87 together with 82 to equation 58 verifies
identical derivation of M i throughout two methods. Note that the

other terms in the dynamics equations can be verified in a similar
manner. Although for those terms Lagrange formulation will lead
to an extensive manipulation which is not given here due to the
limited space.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Closed–chain kinematic structure of parallel manipulators causes
the dynamic equation of such manipulators to be very bulky
and intractable. On the other hand having an explicit formulation
for the dynamic equations of such manipulator is essentially
needed for model–based control routines. In this paper, A vector
based Newton-Euler formulation is proposed, which preserves
the inherent kinematic structure components of the manipulator
in the final resulting equations. This method is applied to the
most celebrated parallel manipulator, namely the Stewart–Gough
platform. Key elements to derive the explicit dynamic equation
in a tractable form are to define an intermediate variable from
joint space and some matrix algebraic manipulation tools. In the
proposed method the equations are not derived componentwise,
and therefore, the resulting equations are reduced into a concise
vector based representations. Furthermore, M , C, G matrices are
extracted and fully given for both limbs and the end-effector in a
concise form. The proposed methodology, and the simplification
rules can be used to derive other manipulator dynamics.
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